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Jesuits felt were a er- minor. They got an idea (the Jesuits were wrong)

but they were. four times as wrong as the Jesuits were. People misunderstand

but the idea that monotheism developed by a graduaki processE.There. is no evidence

in history anywhere that meMe monotheism developed by a gradual process

and to say it iã did with Israel, Is to assume k sonethat that cannot be found

i4*i- illustrated anywhere else. We find ..that, they had have good evidence

of a ... how after they ... out of which polytheism developed. I don't think that

I haven't chegoked into carefully. I don't think that ..they may be quite as good

in some instances but the natural deeepein- development from a monotheistic

ee- idea... You cannot prove it x anywhere. You can assume it and then try

to re-arrange your passages to fit in with such .. ..but x there is g no clear

anti- but there are c passages ei- which are not clearly brought

out in **t-- scripture. God did not reveal the trinity until New Testament

times, but he wanted them to get the monotheistic concept after a& ..and mono

theism is taught --- Yes, we are still on this fifteth verse, and we seewhy

the idea of an original polytheism does not particularly fit with the terminology

of this verse. The idea of one woman with -sere- several husbands is very rare.

I f you found a picture of one man with several wives you would find

paaeeroM4iat parallels for that in many ccuntries. And that might be suggested

to suggest an early idea , but to c say xcyour hi±t- husbands are your makers

doesn't make sense, lxx so that it would seem quite evident On t it is an-epreees

expression of magic., just like Elohim, aril particularly when e- it is paralleled

with my name. The Lord of Hosts is His name, ai d there you see it is para1le

w ith the plural of the two words, and-- now, this word Goal is a'wordwh

which Is x particularly the-Redeene' Redeemer-Kinsman, it k is the one who
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